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Life is full of surprises!  Little did I know the ramifications of a trip and fall 
over the old deaf dog in the dark hallway of my sister-in-law’s home. What 
a way to end our lovely vacation in Georgia in May 2015!  

I never dreamt a broken bone in my hand would result in being grounded 
from driving and being off work for several months and would require on-
going physiotherapy appointments to get my hand functioning again. 

During these four months away from Bluewater, I was able to babysit my 
twin granddaughters several days each week. This time together has been 
so precious that I can't walk away from the chance to spend this last year 
caring for them before they are off to Kindergarten.  

Oh how I wish I could be two places at once, for I love being with my Bluewater family too!  

I have worked with some of you my whole career as a Family Support Worker…that is 32 years now!!  We have gone 
through life together and I am so thankful for this privilege!  

Thank you to "my families"; you made my work much easier!  Your commitment, integrity, creativity, insight and 
(Continued on page 2) 
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your endless ability to be ‘irrational advocates for your children’ (as Wilf as calls it), inspires me!  And your warm wel-
come and sense of humour made it fun!    

I am glad I got to know the whole Bluewater foster family network through training, celebrations and sometimes in 
difficult times 'on call'. I appreciate your professionalism and the caring you demonstrate for the children and the oth-
er families. Thanks to all of you who were able to identify a crisis and all who have been willing to step into the fray to 
help another foster parent. You are truly the best of the best! 

During the past fourteen years at Bluewater, I have been part of a strong team dedicated to caring for the children in 
our program. I am so thankful for your friendship, the laughter we have shared, all I have learned from each of you and 
for all that we have accomplished together! 

I continue to be grateful for Wilf’s leadership. He sets the tone of generosity, excellence and dedication, and made this 
a great place to come to work every day!  

As I officially leave this vocation I have loved, it is easier knowing I will continue to hear about the Bluewater family, 
and I am close enough to the office to drop in from time to time, or attend for special events and celebrations. 

Thanks again to all of you for 14 wonderful years at Bluewater.     

Wilf writes, 

 I am at a loss. Seldom am I caught without something to say, but I struggle with this farewell. Gillian, of 
course, will not be gone completely. While there is a song  with a lyric , “I left my heart in San Francisco…” I suspect 
Gillian ‘s most lasting legacy will be that she left a little piece of her heart with everyone.. Already Gillian is beginning 
to plan for our Bluewater Christmas … our hope is she will be a presence here for many more years. 

 Gillian will most certainly be missed. It has been fourteen years at Bluewater. Her dedication  to Bluewater and 
the families she served have been an inspiration to many. Gillian worked tirelessly to ensure Bluewater, her families, 
and all those connected to Bluewater were associated with EXCELLENCE. Her love and passion for our children and our 
work will always be a part of the  Gillian stories told here at the office.  

 I know I will miss Gillian in our building. I can’t tell you the number of times we have all looked at one another 
in a Monday meeting  with a quick double take, following a humorous exchange between her and her husband and 
said, often aloud, “Gillian! Who knew…??? There have been some extraordinary zingers and extraordinary laughter 
and joy. 

 One thing, among the many lessons I learned from Gillian, I will take with me forever. It was a Monday 
meeting. We were talking about the powerful influence of the way we were parented on how we parent. It was noted 
that family support staff struggled with it doubly: once in the way they support and supervise families, another in the 
substance of the parenting suggestions they are actually compelled to make. Gillian’s words were the simplest yet 
most profound. “I don’t know when it happened,” she said, “but now I find, when I open my mouth, my Mother comes 
out!” 

 “When I open my mouth, my Mother comes out.” Scary thought, really, but it is the truth. Good parenting nev-
er leaves us, but then again, bad parenting doesn’t either. Her words become a point of caution, a recommendation for 
training, and a celebration of the excellence in parenting we want our children to espouse when they are grown. 

 Gillian, I want to wish you well on your retirement. The opportunity to spend time with your grand-children, to 
live true to Dr Perry’s words, “It is all about relationships.” is an opportunity to cherish. They will never be this age 
again. Enjoy and have fun… 

 On behalf of myself and all of us who are Bluewater, this is our turn to say ,”THANK YOU.  You have touched 
our hearts. Your presence will always be with us…” 

 Gillian’s last official day at Bluewater is October 10, 2015. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r6DUwMnDxEs
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100 KINDS OF FOSTER PARENTS* 

BY SHARON ASTYK  

If you’ve thought about foster parenting at all, 
even for a couple of minutes, you probably 
grasp that someone has to do it. Because the 
truth is that kids whose parents can’t care for 
them has been a global problem for all of hu-
man history. It is a problem that could get bet-
ter or worse with various interventions, (and I 
am 100% in favor of any interventions that 
make my work less necessary), but it is never 
going away. As I said in my last post, you 
won’t stop being needed just because you 
aren’t there. 

While you’ve probably thought broadly that 
foster parents have to exist, you probably 
have not thought about the fact that it isn’t 
enough to just have one kind of foster parent 
– that in order to meet the needs of all the 
different kids that are in care, they need a lot 
of different KINDS of foster parents. That is, if 
everyone who signs up to do foster care is a 
white heterosexual English-speaking Protest-
ant married couple who wants to take healthy 
babies… all the toddlers, preschoolers, school 
aged kids and teens can’t get placed. Nor can 
all the Jewish, Muslim, Atheist, Hindu, Sikh 
and Catholic kids in care  stay in their religious 
community. Or the non-English speaking kids ? 
They get a home that can’t meet their needs  
because no one speaks their language… well, you get the point. 

You may never have thought much about the fact that no foster parent can take every child, any more than anyone 
else can do everything. Or the fact that even the best foster parents, if they end up adopting the kids who can’t go 

(Continued on page 4) 

I took my dad to the mall the other day to buy some new shoes (he is 63). We decided to grab a bite at the food court. I no-
ticed he was watching a teenager sitting next to him. The teenager had spiked hair in all different colors - green, red, orange, 
and blue. 
 
My dad kept staring at her. The teenager kept looking and would find my dad staring every time. When the surly teenager 
had had enough, she sarcastically asked: "What's the matter old man, never done anything wild in your life?" 
 
Knowing my Dad, I quickly swallowed my food so that I would not choke on his response; I knew he would have a good one!  
In classic style he responded without batting an eyelid ....  
 
"Got drunk once and had sex with a parrot. I was just wondering if you were my daughter."  

HUMOUR 

Remember, a hug is the one present that's always worth giving!  
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home, eventually run out of bedrooms and seats in the car and time and 
resources and have to stop fostering…so more foster parents are always 
needed. 

You’ve may never have thought about the fact that random factors like 
whose phone is on at 3 in the morning or whether there are more beds 
in the boys’ or girls’ room may decide whether a sibling set stays togeth-
er or gets broken up with one kid each in a separate home. You may nev-
er have thought that some kids with allergies need homes without pets; 
that some kids need a home with no other kids; and that for good rea-
sons, some kids need only a Mom or Moms and that some kids do better 
with a Dad. You may never have thought that the behavior that is out of 
the question in one home is totally something you can deal with in an-
other. It isn’t just that a county or agency needs 75 foster homes, they 
need a MIX of foster parents of lots of different kinds who can do lots of 
different things. 

And if your community or culture or religion or ethnic group has any in-
vestment in seeing its kids remain part of that culture, then YOU and 
your group need to have someone step up. Because as much as I have 
heard many people tell me that the Chinese community, or the Jewish 
community, or the Haitian immigrant community, or whatever, takes 
care of itself, or that your affluent educated suburb doesn’t really have 
kids in care, there are kids in care in every county in North America and 
kids of every ethnic, religious and cultural community who have needed 
foster care. Foster care does follow poverty, there is racial bias, but EVE-
RY community has kids in care. And if you think it is important for kids in 
care to keep any part of their culture, then people from YOUR communi-
ty have to step up and be foster parents – not just on the day when the 
case makes the papers and everyone is angry that those Sikh kids didn’t 
get placed in a Sikh home (because there aren’t any in your area and you 
can’t become a foster parent quickly enough. Don’t get me wrong – not 
every kid can be placed in a home that is exactly like the one they left, 
and lots of amazing foster parents do everything they can to keep kids 
connected to their culture and community even though it is very differ-
ent than their own. But if you think there’s value in helping kids lose one 
less thing, and in keeping kids a part of your community, someone has to 
step up! 

Note: While I am speaking broadly and nationally, regulations and poli-
cies vary a lot. There are some counties not so friendly to gay or 
transgender fostering. There are some places where a studio apartment 
might be too small to take even babies. There are some agencies that 
might recruit only tribal or only foster families from a particular commu-
nity and you might not be able to foster there. I have heard some pretty 
horrifying stories of prejudice against non-Christian families in areas 
where Christian agencies predominate, and about prejudiced workers 
who reject foster parents with disabilities or controlled histories of men-
tal health issues. That doesn’t change that those agencies DO need those 
foster parents. It just means that work needs to be done to educate so-
cial welfare professionals about their needs, and about what foster par-
ents potentially have to offer. 

(Continued on page 5) 

I wrote the following paragraph, almost a year 
ago. It is as true today as it was then.  Blue-
water’s fiscal health is better, but we still carry 
an operating debt and will still struggle to meet 
our fiscal covenants with Mainstreet Credit 
Union. 

 “Bluewater’s fiscal circumstances continue to 
improve, but the absence of referrals and the 
consequent limited number of placements 
continue to be challenging. I am proud of the 
way everyone has stepped up in this ‘crisis’ and 
I am compelled, repeatedly, to tell people I am 
grateful for the sacrifices that have been made. 
I am privileged to share the company of the 
remarkable individuals who are our Bluewater 
community.” 

It is our hope the 2016 will see Bluewater in a 
much improved fiscal circumstance. Regretta-
bly, much time is still being spent chasing dol-
lars. Layers of fiscal approvals are about ac-
countability. Accountability and a watchful eye 
on public dollars is a good thing. It does mean 
we will continue to need a CAS authorization 
before reimbursement for some expenses can 
be assured.  

* * * * * 

Terry Jensen continues to away from work as a 
result of the MVA  earlier this year. Her team of 
specialists have asked she remain  away from 
work until such time as she is symptom free. 

* * * * * 

Confidentiality is of paramount importance. 
(1)Children should not be privy to personal 
information about other children. We must not  
share such information, no matter how well 
intended; we must take the requisite steps to 
ensure children cannot overhear such personal 
matters. (2)When an CAS worker comes to your 
home, please make an effort to ensure that 
worker’s child is the focus of discussion. Their 
time is valuable and limited: their child must be 
our focus. If you need to vent, use your Blue-
water staff or call me. (3)Keep your Bluewater 
paperwork away from the curious minds and 
fingers of children. 

* * * * * 

I have been thinking a lot about what makes 
Bluewater valuable to the CASs we assist. We 
solve their more difficult placement challenges. 
Assisting in the resolution of children’s con-
cerns, we are a trauma informed problem-
solving program. 

BLUEWATER UPDATE 
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I also need to add that I do NOT mean to imply that immigrant or transgender or white or Jewish or lesbian or physician 
foster parents are valuable ONLY because they can take kids like them. They are SPECIFICALLY valuable to the foster 
community because of special training or knowledge or cultural access or understanding they may have – but they are 
also valuable because there are great foster Moms and Dads in every culture and community. Most of the time the kids 
you care for probably won’t look like you or speak your language or grow up gay or need your special education exper-
tise. And you aren’t bad if you are a doctor and prefer not to focus on medically needy kids or aren’t a woman-only 
household who wants to take girls who can’t live with men. Please take it as a given that I assume you will also be AN 
AWESOME PARENT to any kids – but also that there are REAL needs for specific areas. 

So here are 100 kinds of foster parents we need. 

1. People who know the kids already. The first choice for any child is someone who already knows and loves them and 
vice versa. If you are relative, that’s called kinship care. If you are a teacher, neighbor, friend, daycare provider…fictive 
kinship care. Lots of people become foster parents this way, because someone in their community needs them RIGHT 
NOW. If kids you care about come into care, you can become a foster parent right away sometimes if you are kin by 
blood or connection. 

2. Bi, Gay and Gay-positive families – Because gay kids come into care too, and your family has a lot to offer. 

3. Couples of all kinds – because, well, this is hard work and you need someone to vent to and watch the kids when you 
go to the bathroom. 

4. Anyone who speaks another language. Because imagine being dropped in a home where you can’t communicate at 
all, on top of everything else. Plus, how cool is it for kids to learn another language in your home? 

5. Doctors, nurses, paramedics, other medical professionals. Because a lot of kids come into care because of serious 
medical needs and it helps not to be scared of the equipment, 
or the tiny premature babies. 

6. People with big houses. Sibling groups, y’know. 

7. People with tiny apartments. Because even in a studio, you 
can usually take babies or children under 2 or 3. 

8. City folks – because urban areas have the greatest need, 
and staying in your neighborhood means preserving schools 
and friendships and continuity. 

9. Country folks – because rural kids come into care too. 

10. Indigenous peoples – there is strong preference for keep-
ing kids in tribal homes and communities. 

11. Working Parents – Because often kids will come from 
homes where no one holds a job or works, and they need to 
see you being something in order to want to grow up to be 
something themselves. 

12. People who hate babies and would rather die than change 
a diaper. Seriously, lots of people love babies, but you don’t 
have to – foster parents are most needed for older kids and 
teenagers. Want someone who doesn’t need a sitter, handles 
their own toileting and can go to concerts and basketball 
games with you? They are out there. 

13. Single gender homes. Some kids really need parents and siblings of one gender because of prior experiences. 

14. Grandparents. If your kids are grown and gone and you miss the days when there was a baby to rock or someone to 
take to Little League, your skills and experience and wisdom are needed. 

(Continued on page 6) 
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15. People who want to adopt. Because 25% of kids removed my never go home. And if you are willing to take kids 
with higher needs, they may be legally free already. 

16. People who DO NOT want to adopt. Because the other 75% will go to kin or home, and people who want to support 
birth families and help kids can do more work for more years than the rest of us. 

17. Brave people who are willing to learn. Learn to help a kid with braces and crutches in the morning, learn another 
language, learn to be part of a community that wasn’t yours by birth, to step up and ask a birth parent to help you un-
derstand…takes nerve. 

18. Nerds and Geeks. Because you remember what it was to be the kid who didn’t fit in, and you can be there for them. 
And ’cause legos and Star Trek costumes. 

19. People who think spit up is an accessory. Because arms are needed to rock the babies. Addicted and medically frag-
ile babies especially. 

20. Young people in their 20s – You’ve got energy, you remember what it was like in school and you already know the 
words to Uptown Funk. 

21. People with no pets. Some kids have allergies. 

22. Farm folk. Because there is nothing as healing as 
critters and dirt and fresh vegetables that kids pick 
themselves. 

23. Parents who already have kids with special 
needs. Because you know how to get that IEP 
through and how to manage the G-tube, and you 
aren’t scared by the diagnosis. 

24. People with a Sense of Humor. Because trust me, 
you will need it. 

25. Religious people. Because foster children have a 
legal right to the support of their religion – and be-
cause it can be incredibly meaningful to kids to have 
ritual and structure in their lives. 

26. Non-religious people and atheists. Because non-
religious parents lose their kids too, and they have a right to the support of their culture. Because seeing the world 
without God can be incredibly meaningful too. 

27. Transgender and trans-positive parents. Because kids gender non-conform too. 

28. Multi-racial families. Because you already get it. 

29. Black, White, Latino, Pacific Islander, Asian families – because kids feel comfortable when someone in their family 
looks like them. 

30. Big families. ‘Cause there’s always something fun to do and hey, what is one or two more? 

31. Small families. Some kids really need to be an only child. 

32. Families who can care about and recognize the importance of birth families. Because they are always a part of your 
children. And sometimes you can build something wonderful with birth parents. 

33. Grownups. Because it hurts when they go home, but at least YOU are bearing the pain, not them. Kids in care often 
are there because no one was willing to be the grownup. Here’s your chance. 

34. Smart people. Because this is hard, challenging work – getting your kids what they need, working with service pro-
viders, getting diagnoses, navigating the legal system…it is hard and being smart and thoughtful helps. But remember, 

(Continued on page 7) 
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that doesn’t mean “went to college or grad school” it just 
means willing to figure out the system. There is no mini-
mum level of education. 

35. People who get angry about injustice. Because the kids 
and their families are part of the greatest slow moving 
tragedy in the world – our lack of caring for the most vul-
nerable. You can help and make a real difference. 

36. Strong folks. Because this will push you to your limits, 
and past them. 

37. Fathers. Single and married, gay and straight. Many 
kids have never had a man in their lives who was safe and 
loving and caring, didn’t even know that they existed. 

38. People with pets. Because the love you get from the 
dog or the cat can be a huge gift. 

39. Stay-at-home parents. Because newborns can’t go to 
daycare and some kids really need a full-time parent. 

40. Families that already have kids. Because a brother or 
sister is a gift, and parents who have been there know how 
to do the baby dance or help with math homework. 

41. Families that have no kids. Because you won’t compare them to anyone and they deserve to be the center of your 
world. 

42. People who really want boys. Because they are harder to place than girls. 

43. Special educators. Because you can look past the diagnosis and see the kid, and you aren’t scared by it. 

44. Crunchy folk. Because the kids need good healthy food and fresh air and parents who believe in holding and talking. 

45. Scientists and analytical people. Because someone has to sort out what works and what doesn’t for the kids. Plus, 
home physics experiments. 

46. Quiet introverts. Because some kids are like that too, and overstimulation is tough on traumatized kids. 

47. Loud, crazy, silly, I’ll do anything parents. Because there’s nothing like a dance party to break up a tantrum or Mom 
wearing her Elvis costume to set kids to giggling. 

48. People who are willing to work hard in the world and in themselves on anti-racism. Because if you are going to have 
kids that are not the same color as you, you need to do that work. 

49. Gentle people. The kids have experienced so much violence. Be gentle. 

50. Curious people. Because the system and the underlying issues in it are fascinating, often in a train-wreck kind of 
way. If you want to have your eyes opened, this is good for you. 

51. Social welfare and legal professionals. Because you understand the system and can work with it. 

52. Fierce, protective Moms and Dads. Because you are going to make sure your child’s needs get met. 

53. People who love their brothers and sisters. Because you can imagine how wrenching it would be to lose your sib-
ling, and you can make room for kids to stay together. 

54. People with a “what the hell, sounds interesting” attitude. Because who else will take a sibling group of six or new-
born twins and a 2 year old? 

55. Athletic people. Because they will keep you running, and you already know about endurance. 

(Continued on page 8) 

The elderly priest, speaking to his younger associate said, ''You 
had a good idea to replace the first four pews with plush buck-
et theatre seats.  It worked like a charm.  The front of the 
church always fills first now.'' 

 The young priest nodded and his mentor continued, ''And you 
told me adding a little more beat to the  music would bring 
young people back to church, so I supported you when you 
brought in that rock 'n roll gospel choir.  Now our services are 
consistently packed to the balcony.'' 

 ''Thank you,  Father,'' answered the young priest. ''I’m pleased 
that you’re open to new ideas.'' 

 ''Yes, these ideas have been all well and good, but I'm afraid 
you've gone too far with the drive-thru confessional.'' 

 ''But Father,'' protested the younger man, ''my confessions 
and the donations have nearly doubled since I launched the 
program!'' 

 ''Yes, and I appreciate that.  But the neon sign saying Toot 'n 
Tell or Go to Hell simply can’t stay on the church roof!" 

Humour 
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56. Warm, soft people. Because all those curves and soft parts are great for cuddling. 

57. Aunts and uncles. You love your nieces and nephews and spoil the heck out of them. And you could do it for some-
one else. 

58. People who are scared to foster. Because we all are 
scared when we open the door – it is a huge, life changing 
thing. It is ok to be scared. 

59. Minorities within minorities. Because sometimes kids 
are minorities within minorities and you can understand 
the complex interplays of race, class, disability, gender, 
etc… 

60. People who were angry, troubled adolescents them-
selves. Because you’ll get it. When they get their tatoos, 
you can show them yours. 

61. Empty nesters. Because you have done it all before, 
and can do it again, and let’s be honest, you kinda tear up 
when the 6th grade band plays the Star Wars theme bad-
ly. 

62. People who had tough lives. Because you get it. Your 
experience with getting through abuse or addiction or 
trauma can help them, if you can deal with your own trig-
gers. 

63. People who can let go and trust in God. Because 
sometimes you have to admit stuff is out of your hands, 
and sometimes prayer helps. 

64. People who can let go and trust in themselves. Because sometimes prayer doesn’t help, or isn’t for you, and you 
have to keep trying. 

65. People who are nervous about becoming parents. Because everyone with a brain is. It is a huge transition and if you 
are smart enough to be scared, you have a good start on things. 

66. Managers, accountants and the super-organized who color-code their socks. Because it makes life a lot easier if you 
can keep it all together. 

67. Hard workers. Because the race doesn’t go to the swift in parenting – it takes the same 18 years for each kid to get 
to adulthood. It goes to the ones who keep coming back to it and trying their best and trying again and again. 

68. Unselfish people. Folks who can love and accept it might be a while, maybe a long while, before they are ready to 
love you back. 

69. People with goats. There’s just something about goats. 

70. Mothers. Single and Married, Gay and Straight. Because, well, Mommies. 

71. People with good friends. Because you are going to need a lot of support in this journey. Make sure you tell them 
what you want from them. 

72. Couples who love each other deeply. Because this can be hard, and you will need each other. Plus kids need to see 
good love to model it in their lives. 

73. People with young children. You are already changing diapers, right? So… 

74. People with older children. Because that teenager who can barely tolerate you can be a different person when he’s 
playing with his four year old sister. 

(Continued on page 9) 
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75. First and second generation immigrants from everywhere. Because your experience can help others, and your 
worldview is wide. 

76. Disabled people. Because while you may not be able to run as fast as he can, you can give him time and help him 
navigate a world that wasn’t built for traumatized kids either. 

77. Single parents – Because you already have mastered making it all work, and you have amazing skills to share. 

78. People part of strong, nurturing communities. Be-
cause getting a new placement is like having a baby – 
and getting a sibling placement is like having four ba-
bies. You will need their help. 

79. Suburban residents. Because suburbs have kids in 
care too. 

80. Gamers and Game geeks. Because gaming with your 
kids is awesome. You might have to wait a while on 
Cards Against Humanity, though. 

81. Great Homemakers. If you care about making a 
beautiful, peaceful, safe home – well, kids need that. 
Making home a refuge can be incredibly healing. 

82. Not-so-Great Homemakers. You can be a slob and a 
foster parent if you can learn to clean up for the social 
workers. Trust me on this one. 

83. Gardeners and DIYers. You are used to fixing up and 
making do, preserving and preparing. You’ll find those 
skills are valuable both in the practical value of feeding 
the kids and in the metaphorical area of building them 
up. Moreover, alongside you, the kids learn compe-
tence. 

84. People who have been or are poor. You do have to 
be able to feed the kids, but the truth is that you don’t 
have to have a lot of money or own a home to be a fos-
ter parent, and understanding where they came from is 
good. 

85. People with roommates and housemates. As long as everyone passes the background checks and there is room for 
the kids, households don’t have to be traditional to be loving and wonderful. 

86. People who have lost people they loved. Because you know you can live with grief if a child goes home. 

87. People with experience of mental illness. Either personally, in your family or in your work, your knowledge and un-
derstanding can help kids from families with mental health issues and kids with mental health issues. 

88. Parents who sometimes lose their temper, who don’t always do it right, who wish they were better parents. Be-
cause all of us do. You can’t hit the kids, but nobody is perfect, and you don’t have to be to be a foster parent. 

89. People who can roll with it. Because expecting the unexpected is the rule in foster care. That call in the night at 
11pm. The fact that there’s one more kid than they told you… 

90. People with handicapped accessible housing. Because disabled kids need a place they can get around in. 

91. Folks that live in diverse communities. Because kids are most comfortable where they don’t stick out. 

92. People who love the outdoors. Because a lot of kids have barely been out of their homes and never knew the glory 

(Continued on page 10) 
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of the natural world. 

93. Rabid sports fans. Because helping your kid kick a ball 
down a field or cheer for your team is a great bonding activi-
ty. And that competence thing again. 

94. Stubborn, Never-Say-Die people. Would you rather have 
your eyeballs put out than ask for directions? Do you cheer 
for your team even though they’ve never won a champion-
ship in living memory? Will you stay out in the cold wrestling 
with the broken thing for 3 hours rather than admit you can’t 
fix it? Awesome. Because kids who have had trauma need 
people who will stick it out and keep trying and trying and 
never give up on them. 

95. Mechanical people. If you are interested, rather than 
freaked out by a breathing monitor or the project of building 
a better ramp, awesome. And if you can’t think of anything 
more fun than showing your daughter how to fix her bike, 
here’s your chance. 

96. Foodies. Because a lot of kids have been terribly deprived, 
and bringing them into the kitchen and making sure they 
know there will always be dinner is a gift to them – and 
teaching them how to make it themselves is an even bigger 
gift. 

97. People who like gross out jokes and aren’t squeamish. 
Lots of pee, poop and vomit in this job. Best you find it funny. 

98. People who want to leave the world a better place. A fostering and adopting friend once called it “Earning your 
breathing air.” You will. 

99. People who don’t want biological children or don’t care about biological relationships. Great – one less reason for 
the kids to worry “You love her more than me because…” 

100. Just plain old regular, ordinary people. Someone a lot like you. 

* This is taken from ScienceBlogs, “CASAUBON’S BOOK”. Written by Sharon Astyk, it was originally posted February 5, 2015. There have been minor edits to make 

the article more suited for Ontario, Canada. 

An elderly man in Florida had owned a large farm for several years.  He had a large pond in the back. It was properly shaped for 
swimming, so he fixed it up nicely with picnic tables, horseshoe courts, and some orange, and lime trees.  One evening the old 
farmer decided to go down to the pond, as he hadn't been there for a while, and look it over.  He grabbed a five-gallon bucket to 
bring back some fruit.  

As he neared the pond, he heard voices shouting and laughing  with glee.  As he came closer, he saw it was a bunch of young wom-
en skinny-dipping in his pond.  He made the women aware of his presence and they all went to the deep end.  

 
 One of the women shouted to him, 'we're not coming out until you leave!'  

 
The old man frowned, 'I didn't come down here to watch you ladies swim naked or make you get out of the pond naked’. Holding 
the bucket up he said, 'I'm here to feed the alligator.'  

 
 Some old men can still think fast! 

HUMOUR 
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HUMOUR 

With an appropriate nod and wink to Gayle, Jack and Giselle, and the legion of others who have seriously considered home-
schooling their children, for those of us of a certain age, these are the lessons we learned at home: 

 

HOMESCHOOLING IF YOU ARE OVER 50 

 

1. My mother taught me TO APPRECIATE A JOB WELL  DONE .    

"If you're going to kill each other, do it outside. I just finished cleaning."   

2. My mother taught me RELIGION.      

"You better pray that will come out of the carpet."   

3. My father taught me about TIME TRAVEL.      

"If you don't straighten up, I'm going to knock you into the middle of next winter!"   

4. My father taught me LOGIC.      

" Because I said so, that's why."   

5. My mother taught me MORE LOGIC .      

"If you fall out of that swing and break your neck, you're not going to the store with me."   

6. My mother taught me FORESIGHT.      

"Make sure you wear clean underwear, in case you're in an accident."   

7. My father taught me IRONY.      

"Keep crying, and I'll give you something to cry about."   

8. My mother taught me about the science of OSMOSIS .      

"Shut your mouth and eat your supper." 

9. My mother taught me about CONTORTIONISM.      

"Just you look at that dirt on the back of your neck!"   

10. My mother taught me about STAMINA.      

"You'll sit there until all that spinach is gone."   

11. My mother taught me about WEATHER.      

"This room of yours looks as if a tornado went through it."   

12. My mother taught me about HYPOCRISY.      

"If I told you once, I've told you a million times, don't exaggerate!"   

13. My father taught me the CIRCLE OF LIFE.      

"I brought you into this world, and I can take you out..."   

14. My mother taught me about BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION .      

"Stop acting like your father!"   

15. My mother taught me about ENVY.      

"There are millions of less fortunate children in this world who don't have wonderful parents like you do."   
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I am hoping you will help Bluewater recruit new families. Pages 13, 14, and 15 of this newsletter are clearly promo-
tional material more appropriate for other places than the familiar haunts of our Bluewater Intensive Support foster 
homes. Page 13 is a one page primer on Bluewater Family Support Services and can be posted anywhere. Pages 14 
and 15 are the front and back of a poster highlighting Bluewater’s “Spark a Life” campaign to recruit new families; 
they are meant to be printed front and back on one sheet of paper. 

Are you willing to help Bluewater Family Support Services recruit new families interested in providing intensive sup-
port foster care? Please print these two documents and place them anywhere in your community where people gath-
er and talk. Ask if you might get one of the documents included in your church bulletin some Sunday. 

BluesNews is circulated to approximately 200 persons. If everyone could put out both pieces, in different locations, we 
would hugely expand our outreach. 

Business is slow today. I do not expect it will always be thus. We need be ready. 

YOUR ASSISTANCE PLEASE . . . 

16. My mother taught me about ANTICIPATION.      

"Just wait until we get home."   

17. My mother taught me about RECEIVING.      

"You are going to get it from your father when you get home!"   

18. My mother taught me MEDICAL SCIENCE.      

"If you don't stop crossing your eyes, they are going to get stuck that way."   

19. My mother taught me ESP.      

"Put your sweater on; don't you think I know when you are cold?"   

20. My father taught me HUMOR.    

"When that lawn mower cuts off your toes, don't come running to me."      

21. My mother taught me HOW TO BECOME AN ADULT .      

"If you don't eat your vegetables, you'll never grow up."   

22. My mother taught me GENETICS.      

"You're just like your father."   

23. My mother taught me about my ROOTS.      

"Shut that door behind you. Do you think you were born in a barn?"   

24. My mother taught me WISDOM.      

"When you get to be my age, you'll understand.   

25. My father taught me about JUSTICE .      

"One day you'll have kids, and I hope they turn out just like you!"     
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WHO WE ARE 

Founded in 1982, Bluewater Family Support Services Inc., (BFSS) is a privately owned organization of professionals dedicated to helping troubled 
children. Our intensive-support foster homes are located throughout Middlesex, Essex, and Lambton and also serve the surrounding counties of 
Oxford, Elgin and Kent. Our experienced staff provides intensive individual and family support as well as exceptional training for Bluewater foster 

parents. 

Bluewater`s extraordinary foster parents open their hearts and their homes to provide a stable, nurturing family for each child. 

Licensed by the Ministry of Children and Youth Services, Bluewater serves a co-ed population ranging in age from two to eighteen years. 

 

WE HELP SPECIAL CHILDREN MEET FAMILIES WITH SPECIAL SKILLS 

We believe that troubled children can succeed in the security and nurturing environment provided by caring, patient families. Bluewater facili-
tates the successful development of each child in care. 

Our experienced team helps foster parents to meet the needs of children facing complex emotional challenges. 

 

THE BLUEWATER DIFFERENCE 

BFSS strives for permanent solutions to break the cycle of transience so damaging to children.  We work with every foster family to achieve posi-
tive outcomes for each child. Typically, a Bluewater child leaves when they are ready to be reunited with family or prepared for independence. 

 

EVERY CHILD DESERVES A ROADMAP FOR PERSONAL GROWTH 

BFSS is highly effective in helping children with serious emotional disturbances. We create flexible plans tailored to each child by identifying their 
potential to learn. We also provide opportunities for success and personal development – all within a safe and caring family environment. 

 

INTENSIVE PARENT SUPPORT PROMOTES POSITIVE CHANGE 

BFSS carefully selects foster parents. We present ongoing training sessions as opportunities to learn the best practices to provide the intensive 
support so critical in bringing about positive change. We thoughtfully match each child to a family with the skills and capacity to meet the child’s 

needs. We employ proven strategies that empower foster parents while providing support through the help of trained consultants. 

 

SPECIAL FOSTER PARENTS NEEDED 

At BFSS there’s no such thing as a problem child, just a child with problems. Good foster parents are part of the solution…because action talks 
louder than words when a child is in trouble. 

 

DO YOU HAVE WHAT IT TAKES? 

We refuse to give up on troubled children. That’s why we’re always looking for capable, caring people to become foster parents. 
BFSS intensive-support foster parents become a part of a caring community of people who understand the great sense of satisfac-
tion that can only come from helping a child in need. BFSS provides exceptional support, supervision, training and access to clinical 

resources in an effort to help good foster parents develop into great foster parents. 
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BLUEWATER FAMILY SUPPORT SERVICES 

 

519.294.6213 
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Music can be a powerful tool for 

communicating difficult feelings 

or thoughts. Songwriters often 

give a voice to our thoughts and 

express our feelings better than 

we might ever have dreamt. 

Here are a couple of Youtube 

links 

EVEN THE STARS FALL 4 U 

BRING DOWN THE HOUSE 

P.O. Box 460, 

2130 Parkhill Drive, 

Parkhill, Ontario 

N0M 2K0 

BLUEWAT ER FAMI LY  SUP PORT  

SERVICES 

Phone: 519-294-6213 

Fax: 519-294-0279 

E-mail: BluesNews@bluewatercares.com 

www.bluewatercares.com 

HUMOUR :  

bluewatercares.com 

I was in my back yard trying to launch a kite. I threw 
the kite up in the air, the wind would catch it for a few  
seconds, then it would come crashing back down to 
earth. I tried this a few more times with no success.   
 
All the while, my wife Karen is watching from the 
kitchen window, muttering to herself how men need 
to be told how to do everything.  
 
She opens the window and yelled to me,  
'You need a piece of tail.'       
 
I turned with a confused look on my face and yelled 
back, “Make up your mind. Last night, you told me to 
go fly a kite'.” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PkXtn_-2qJ0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r9_0u0porO8

